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World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R &S) collects and
exchanges reports of sounding rocket launches; reports of satellite and space
probe launchings; descriptive information on spacecraft experimental scienti-
fic reports on results of experiments that receive a limited distributions
data supporting conclusions when not included in the published reportai and
precise positional observations, orbital elements, and ephemerides that are of
great scientific interest and value. Original (raw) or calibrated (reduced or
analyzed) data are not normally deposited in the subcenters for rockets and
satellites. Data related to rocket and satellite launchings are summarized in
the Launch Summary. This report replaces the annual World Data Center A Rock-
ets and Satellites Catalogue of Data, last published in 1975.
This document is in accordance with international agreements concerning
international exchange of rocket and satellite data adopted by the Committee
on Space Research (COSPAR) in May 1962 and published in COSPAR Information
Bulletin No. 9, Part I, July 1962. The COSPAR Guide to Rocket and Satellite
Information and Data Exchange was incorporated in full by the Comit6
International de Geophysique (CIG) into the overall Guide to International
Data Exchange through the World Data Centers for the Period 1960-Onwards
(published November 1963). These agreements were modified to include
recommendations for improving the exchange of information and data, and a
revised COSPAR Guide to Rocket and Satellite Information and Data Exchange
was adopted by COSPAR in May 1972 and published in COSPAR Transactions No. 8,
Part I, December 1972.
The current plans for continued international exchange of solar-
terrestrial data through the WDC's were set forth in the STP NOTES Yo. 6 and
incorporated with slight modifications in the Third Consolidated Guide to In-
ternational Data Exchange through the World Data Centres, published in Decem-
ber 1973 by the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) panel on
World Data Centers. A fourth revision was published in June 1979.
NSSDC Facilities and Services
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) provides facilities for
reproduction of data and for onsite data use. Resident and visiting research-
ers are invited to study data while at the Data Center. The Data Center staff
will assist users with additional data searches and with the use of equipment.
Advance notice of such a visit enables the staff to provide better services to
the data user. In addition to rocket information and satellite data, the Data
Center maintains some supporting information and other data that may be rela-
ted to researchers' needs.
The services provided by NSSDC are available to any individual or organi-
zation resident in the United States ar,d to researchers outside the United
States through WDC-A-R&S. Normally a charge is made for the requested data to
cover the cost of reproduction and the processing of the request. The
researcher will be notified of the charge, and payment must be received prior
1
to processing the request. However, as resources permit, the Director of
NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S may waive the charge for modest amounts of data when they are
to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational pruposes and
when they are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installa-
tions, NASA contractors, or NASA granteear (2) other U.S. Government agencies,
their contractors, or their granteest (3) universities or collegeel (4) State
or local governmentsi or (5) nonprofit organizations.
The Data Center's address for requests follows:
National Space Science Data Center
Code 601.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
(30 1) 044-f ,'I
Researchers who reside outside the U.S. should direct requests to
world Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 601





This publication is a summary of launchings identified by NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S
from launching reports received for the period January 1, 1980, through De-
cember 31, 1980. There are two major sections to this edition: Sounding
Rockets, and Artificial Earth Satellites and Space Probes.
The Sounding Rockets section contain& a summary listing of sounding rock-
et launchings and a listing of the experimenters associated with the launch-
ings and their addresses. There is also an index of launch sites and two ta-
bles giving the meanings and the codes used in the launch listing for the Ex-
periment Discipline and Instrument categories. A sample rocket launching re-
port form is also included. The Artificial Earth Satellites and Space Probes
Section includes a summary listing of satellite and space probe launchings,
and a sample satellite or space probe launching report form. (The satellite
and apace probe launch listing, as well as the sounding rocket launch listing
and the launch site index in the Sounding Rocket section, were all generated
from the *:SSDC information system.) There are also two appendixes to this
document. Appendix 1 is a description of the World Data Centers, including
functions and responsibilities. Appendix 2 gives the addresses of the WDC-A
Coordination Office and seven subcenters.
NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S welcomes comments regarding errors in this report.
Recommendations directed to the apprcpriate address in reference to the over-




The listing of sounding rocket launchings was generated using the NSSDC
Rocket File. This file is compiled from reports of rocket launchings, nation-
al reports to COSPAR, and scientific publications. The Rocket File is used
for such listings because it facilitates easy sorting, aelecting, updating,
and report generation.
The listing is a summary of launchings identified between January 1,
1980, and December 31, 1980. Information extracted from the file for this
time-ordered printout is as follows: date and time of launch (universal time);
the agency rocket identification; the sponsoring country or countries (spon-
sored in this context means that the country provided scientists (experimen-
ters), support personnel (such as launch craws), equipment (rocket vehicles,
launch facilities), or funds for the launch); the launch site; experiment dis-
ciplines; instruments used for the experiment; experimenters or institutions
involved in the launching; and the peak altitude achieved by t}a rocket.
When the launch site is aboard a ship, the coordinates of the ship loca-
tion at time of launch are included, if known. Table 1 is a list of the
launch sites identified to date. When launch sites have changed names or are
in close proximity to one another, only one name is used.
The scientific disciplines with which the experiments are concerned are
coded, as well as can be determined, from the information provided in the
launch report. The disciplines are divided into 10 general categories, each
of which may have up to 13 subcategories, as can be seen in Table 2.
When possible, the type of instrumentation used on a particular rocket
flight was selected from a standard coded list of instruments. In preparing
this list, what was measured by the instrument or sensor function was
emphasized, and the collimating, concentrating, selecting, comparing, and
amplification characteristics were largely ignored. Table 3 shows the codes
in use. Additional codes are available for instruments not covered in the
list. NSSDC/ WDC-A-R&S will assign these as needed.
Some rocket launches are not reported because the launching agencies
did not provide the necessary information to WDC-A-R&S. Because the value of
this publication increases with the number of flights reported, all agencies
with knowledge of rocket launches are encouraged to announce launchings to
WDC-A-R&S at the address given previously, preferably by means of the form
shown in Figure 1. Copies of this form may be obtained from WDC-A-R&S.
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Table 1. List of Launch Sites
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ADLAPOATH WALtS 12.09 355.67 55.6N 19.16 -1.0 NR.
ANIIA JA►AN 39.51 140.07 29.67 205.4s -9.0 "R.
AK IIA-K14 Sit	 AKITA
A%I T A- INI sit	 AR I I A
ALASKA AO(W NAN6E Sit	 PAIROAMKS
ANOtAt5 sit	 ANDOTA
ANDUVA MOM MAT 69.30 16.02 67-34 113.94 -1.6 040,
ANIIUUA WISI	 INDIIS 11,15 290.22 20.55 1.05 •4.0 MR.
4NEC160 PUERTO RICO 16.50 293.11 29.99 2,30 •1.0 MR.
ARENOSI'.LO Set	 11	 40t%OSILLO
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ATLANTIC	 14IS51Lt	 RANGE Sit	 CAPE
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PANAtINA	 DO	 INFERNO SCE	 NATAL
PANAJW USA/ALASKA 11.33 203.22 69.54 241.11 • 10.0 MR.
9ARIt1	 ISLAND USA/ALASKA 70.12 216.37 69.97 253.11 • 10.0 MR.
PEAMUDA N	 ATLANTIC 32.20 295.5s 43.66 5.32 .4.0 M1.
CARP	 IORIU6U/RA SEE	 ARECIBO
CAPP	 tUTO Sit	 1MOL11CAMP	 TU10
(API
	
CANAVERAL USA/PLONIDA 29.45 279.41 39.63 346.72 •5.0 MR.
CAPE
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DUMONT	 D`LINVILLt ANTARCTICA -64.61 140.02 -73.90 228.07 -V.0 N1,
EAST	 6UJDDT CANADA/NtWFOUNDLAND 44,90 2V6.56 56.53 .1. .4,0 NN.
!ASTERN	 I1St	 AA46t SEE
	 CAPE	 CANAVERAL
E6l IM	 AIR	 101Ct	 MASS USA/FLO01D4 30.58 273,30 41.26 539.50 .6.0 MR.
ti
	 ARLMOSILLU S ► AIM 37,10 353.27 41.69 10.90 -1.0 49.
I, S0Ah6l SEE
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1AIRWANKS USA/ALASKA 6%.00 212.40 64.19 25b .56 4 10.0 MR.
'ONT	 CHUlt.ILL CANADA/MAN1109A %8.73 266.16 66.61 323.20 .6.0 MR,
, V*I	 41LtlY USA/ALASKA 64.00 214.61 64.36 259.06 4 10.0 N1,
.ORT	 SHERMAN PANAMA V,t3 2!0.02 20.61 \49.42 .3,0 N9,
PONT	 WAIN.414E11 511	 /AI RDANKS
ICA	 MAIN CANADA/NORiMIIESI 	 ItKNITORIES 61.77 211.16 00.23 363.11 5.0 MR.
w OPOLt	 STATION SEE	 THULt/CAM ► 	 TUIO
LILLAR CANADA/MANITOPA 65.92 264.00 65.67 321.91 .6.0 N1,
4NtEN	 RIVER USA/UTAH 39.93 249,94 47,11 311.34 .1.0 M1.
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ARON06AND SWEDEN 66.22 19. T8 69.95 113.95 -1.0 HN.
AWAJALtIN MARSHALL
	 ISLANDS 0.73 167.73 ..33 :35 JO -12.0 H1.
LANDIS	 TEST	 (INTER Sit	 TEST	 CENTER	 OF	 LANDIS
LA ► AN	 SPACE	 CtMItR INDOMIS IA
-6.27 106.67 -17.14 175,69 7.0 N0.
ties POLAND %4.61 11.33 53.60 102.24 -1.0 H0.
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4ULODEI.NAVA ANTARCTICA -67.67 45,61 -69.1. 05. 1 6 -3.0 .1,
NATAL PRAT IL -5.61 324.62 3.87 33.70 •3.0 HN.
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NOViNOV
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kTable 1. List of Launch Sites (concluded)
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POINT	 NU.0 USA/CALIFORNIA 36.12 260.00 60.96 302.13 .9.0 MP,
PUKEM	 FLAT SEE	 FAIANANKS
PONT-AUR-FRAMCAIS SEE	 Kl M6U[Lt%	 ISLAND
P4ILIV	 (SNIP) VARIOUS	 OCEANS AND SEAS
PAIMROSI	 LAW[ CANADAISASKATCN[VAN 56.75 269.9, 62.90 306.63 .1.0 NR,
_	 PhO1tSSOR	 Vitt	 (SNIP) VARIOUS	 OCEANS	 AND	 SEAS
'	 PUMA LJHOS PERU -12.30 203.52 -0.09 352.60 . 5.0 NM.
• 0I44.NE ALGERIA 26.72 0.11 30.26 75.13 •6.0
Nt SOLUTE
	
DAY CJANADA/NORTMWESI	 TEO.IT IMIES 76.70 265.10 02.99 209.27 .6.0 MR.
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5ALTO	 01	 RUIRNA SEI	 SARDINIA
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SAN	 NICOLAS	 ISLAND SEE	 P01111	 MU6U
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S N I P	 A IOUAIORIAL	 PACIFIC 0.16 190.50 -0.31 267.59 . 11.0 NN.
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SNIP	 1 N	 ATLANTIC 56.63 306.96 69.62 21.03 •4.0 NR.
Snlr	 1 N	 ATLANTIC 69.00 311.60 59.56 27.09 .3.0 NN.
Snl y	4 N	 A1LAN 71C 57.00 313.30 66.05 32.76 • 3.0 NR.
SHIP	 N N	 ATL AM T IC 65.60 302.00 76.72 20.06 .4 .0 we
SMIRSNOV	 (SNIP) VARIOUS	 OCEANS	 AND	 SEAS
-UAHLSKI
	
tSMIP) VARIOUS	 OCEANS	 AMD	 SEAS
SIPIt	 ST A11014 ANY AN CT I C A -75.92 276.09 -65.63 300.56 -6.0 N/.
10NJRT	 STNOMFJORD 4PtENLAMD 67.02 309.60 77.60 36.52 •3.6 HP.
SONMI'NI PAKISTAN 25.20 66.75 16.76 AS6.73 -5.0 MR.
1mN FMO CANADA/SASKATCHtWAIF 56.32 256.36 65.17 313.05 .6.0 MR,
>OYIN	 UISI UNITED K1N400N 57.37 352.67 61.00 00.17 -1.0 NR.
SRIHARIKJTA INDIA 13.76 00.25 3.06 150.15 -5.5 NR.
SYJMA	 VAST ANTARCTICA -69.00 39.60 -69.66 77.69 -3.0 NR.
'7t.t	 NAT Sit	 57CbA SASE
IANI Au UL ARDENTINA -22.11 296.10 -11.31 6.67 .4.0 MN.
7TML5 SEE	 TNUMBA
1151	 (TNIIV	 JI	 IANDfI FRANCK 46.27 3.61 66.61 66.11 -1.0 NM.
1HLlt/(A 14P	 1u1O Go IINLa AD 76.55 791.7 06.03 1.37 .4.0 MR.
1""BA INDIA 6.53 7 6.6 7 -1.22 146..7 -5.5 MR.
IONOrA.	 It51	 RAN.( USA/NEVADA 36.00 2 . 3.50 .3.19 304.411 .8.0 HR.
TNIV.NDAUR SEE	 TNUMBA
ITURATAP U.S.S.R. 45.63 93.27 31.35 139.39 -5.V MR.
IILIMATAM-HAIKUNUH SEE	 1/URATAM
U1.ISOURA SEE	 KAGOSHIMA
US.AKOV	 (SHIP) VARIOUS	 OCEANS	 AND	 SEAS
USS	 PLYMOUTH	 RO(. SEE	 PLVPOuTN	 NOCK	 (SNIP)
rANDINBUR.	 AID SEE	 POINT	 Alb UILL0
Vt4] NAJA Sit	 ART LINO
SItLLOMED;RU	 MARAMb10 ANTARCTICA -64.27 303.07 -52.95 6.67 -4.0 NR.
r17:	 lSM1V1 S:E	 PROFISSUR	 VILA	 (SHIP)
10-1"RAD U.S.5.N. 49.60 44.35 43.14 123.22 -4.0 MA.
V:14 .	(..IP) VARIOUS	 3CIANS	 AND	 St AS
WALKER	 CAT bANAMA	 ISLANDS 27.00 262.00 30.34 349.76 .5.0 MA.
.ALllVS	 IL 1,H1	 It MIEN SEE	 WALLOPS	 ISLAND
.
A ll. P S	 ISLAND USAIVIR4141A 37.53 204.52 49.31 352.12 •5.0 NR.
wt S1	 .t1AIN1 SN SEE	 SOUTH	 U13T
.t 111 AM	 1E 5I	 RAN4l SEE	 POINT	 AR4UILLO
..111
	
SA^.DS USA/MEV	 Mt RICO 32.40 253.47 41.19 316.06 .1.0 MP.
.UOMtRA AUSTRALIA/SOUTMlNN	 AUSTRALIA 31.97 136.5; -42.18 209.55 -9.5 NR.
Y LIMA USA/ARI)ONA 32.51 245.60 40.51 300.23 •7.0 MR.
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Table 2. Experiment Discipline Codes
I.	 Aurora and Airglow 6. Solar Physics
1A atr.ospheric radiations 6A radio (> 1 mm)
1B auroral emissions 6B infrared (0.8-1000 micrometers)
1C airglow emissions GC visible (3000-8000 A)
1D airglow composition 6D ultraviolet (2000-3000 A)
1X subdiscipline unknown 6E extreme W	 (100-2000 A)
6F X rays (0.001-100 A)
2.	 Atmospheric Physics 6G gamma rays (< 0.0001 A)-
2A winds and diffusion 6X subdiscipline unknown
2B pressure
2C temperature 7. Astronomy
2D albedo 7A radio (> 1 mm)
2E planetary radiations 7B infrared (0.8-1000 micrometers)
2F neutral density 7C visible (3000-8000 A)
2G neutral composition 7D ultraviolet (2000-3000 A)
2H electromagnetic waves 7E extreme W	 (100-2000 A)
2I acoustics 7F X rays (0.001-100 A)
2J meteorological applications 7G gamma rays (< 0.0001 A)
2K noctilucent clouds 7X subdiscipline unknrrn
2L absorption/scattering
2X subdiscipline unknown 8. Planetology
8A micrometeorites
3.	 Ionosphere 8B zodiacal light or aegenschein
3A -Pave propagation 8C gravity
3B currents and fields 8D terrain photographs
3C ion/electron density 8X subdiscipline unknown
3D ion composition
3E ion/electron temperature 9. Biology
3F ion production/recombination 9X subdiscipline unknown
3G ionospheric motions
3X subdiscipline unknown 0. Rocket/Satellite Test and Other
OA performance
4.	 Energetic Particles OB communication systems
4A galactic or solar cosmic rays OC experiment test/development
4B precipitating particles OD engineering experiments
4C trapped radiation OE other
4X subdiscipline unknown OX subdiscipline unknown






Table 3. Instrum^nt Codes
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79/10/21 1546 FLIGHT 249 UNITED	 STATES WALLOPS	 ISLAND 26 OOAC 66 KRUEUER.A.J.
T	 1-6450
79/10121 1635 FLIGHT	 250 UNITED	 57ATE5 WALLOPS	 ISLAND 26 OOAC 64 Ml EUtil A	 J.
1	 1-6451
79/10/21 1732 FLIGHT	 251 UNITED	 STATES WALLOPS	 ISLAND 2G OOAC 67 KRUEUER.A.J.
1	 1-6452
79/30/23 2220 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2.1 NP 90 CENTRAL SEROLOGICAL OBS
79/16/24 0200 M-130 U.S.S.R. MEISS	 ISLAND 2J NP 86 CENTRAL .EROLOGICAL DOS
79/10/24 1400 N-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEJHNATA 2J NP 06 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 08'
79110130 2130 N-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 87 CENTRAL AEROL061CAL Ob4
79/10/31 0200 M-100 U.S.S.R. NEISS	 ISLAND 21 NP 94 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DOS
79/10/31 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEIMNATA 2J NP 63 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ObS
T9111J01 1316 FLIGHT	 252 UNITED	 STATES WALLOPS	 ISLAND 2G OOAC 64 KRUEUER.A.J.
T	 1-6453
79/11/01 1355 FLIGNT	 253 UNITED	 STATES WALLOPS	 ISLAND 2G ODA( 65 KRUEGER.A.J.




GHT	 255 CANADA PRIMROSE	 LAKE 26 OOAC 57 KRUEGER.A.J.
TH1-9629 UNITED	 STATES
79111101 2030 FLIGHT	 '56 UNITED	 SATES WALLOPS	 ISLAND 26 UUAC b9 KRUkLLR.A,J.
• 7	 1-6455
79/11/01 2049 FLIGHT	 257 UNITED	 STATES WALLOFS	 ISLAND 2G OOAC ,,4 KRUEUER.A.J.
T	 1-6457
79/11/01 2140 MMR-06 U.S.S.R. USHAKOV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 55 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UtlS(26	 CON	 30	 COW)
79/11/02 0200 M-100 U.S. S. R, MEISS	 ISLAND 23 NP 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OUS
79/11/02 0420 M-100 U.S.S.R. NEISS	 ISLAND 2J NP b7 CENTRAL AEROLObICAL ObS
79/11/02 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SNIP) 2J NP b6 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UbS(30	 005	 90	 OOE)
7 9 / 11/05 1500 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 21 NP b2 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ObS(20	 DOS	 90	 ODE)
79/11/05 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 2J NP b CENTRAL ACROLOGICAL ObS(20	 005	 90	 ODE)
79/11/05 ;130 M-100 U. S. S. R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP b2 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ObS
79/11/C7 0440 M-100 U.S.S.R. NEISS	 ISLAND 2J NP 86 CENTRAL AEROL061CAL OBS
79/11/07 ObOO MMR-Ob U.S.S.R. KRENKEL'	 (SNIP) 2J NF 57 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UbS(53	 CON	 35	 CDW)
79/11/07 0900 14MR-06 U. S. S. R. LISMAKOV	 :SHIP) 2J NP 59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UbS(52
	 CON	 35	 DOW)
79/11/07 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLOCEINNATA 2J NP 63 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UbS
7 9/11/08 1700 M-100 U.S .S .R. SHOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 21 NP 81 LENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DES(09	 005	 90	 UOE)
79 / 11/0 9 2025 M-100 U.S.S.R. Ht1.S	 ISLAKD 2J NP b4 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ObS
79/11111 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. SMOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 2J NP 6E CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085(00	 DON	 90	 DOt)
79/11/11 1500 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 21 NP 65 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UtlS(00	 DON	 99	 DOE 7
79/11/11 1b3C M-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 2J NP H4 CENTRAL AENOLOGICAL UUS(00	 00.:	 90	 DOF )
79/ 11 / 11 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. ShOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 21 NP bb CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OUS(00	 DON	 90	 ODE)
79/11/12 1500 0-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 2J NP GO CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL PBS(00	 DON	 90	 DOE)
79/11/12 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SHIP) CJ NP 65 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OHS(00	 CON	 90	 ODE'
79/11/12 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SNIP) 20 NP 77 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL U85(00	 OON	 90	 ODE)
79/11/13 1400 14-100 U.S.S.R. SNOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 2J NP 82 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL DES(00 DON	 90 cot 
7 9/ 11/13 1630 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SHIP' 2J NP 68 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 06S(00	 COW	 90	 ODE)
79/11/13 1740 M-100 U. S. S.R. SNOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 2J NP b5 CENIRAI . AEROLOI.-ILAL UbS(00	 DON	 90	 ODE)
T9/11/14 0200 M-100 U.S.S.R. NEISS	 ISLIND 2J NP 88 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL USS
'.9/11/14 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEIMNAVA 23 NP 64 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
79/11/,4 1400 A-100 U.S.S.R. SH OK:'SAI	 ('SHIP) 2J NP 79 CENTRAL AI %OL UG IC AL 'UPS(00	 DON	 90	 DOE)
79/11/14 1540 A-100 U.S.S.A. SHO'.ALSKI	 :SHIP' 211 NP b2 CENTRAL ALROLUb ICAL UtlS(00	 DON	 90	 DOE)
•	 79/11/14 1760 M-100 U.S.5.R• VOL bOGRAO 21 NP 65 CENTRAL AthOLUGICAL ObS




79/11/14 2100 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 21 NP 74 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UbS(00	 DON	 90	 DOE)
70 7 11 . '. `OD M-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSKI	 (SHIP) 2J NP ;9 CENINAL AERULOGICAL Ubb(00
	 DON	 90	 DOE)
791.11." M-100 U. S, S. R. SHOKALSKI	 (5HIP) NP KO CE N T R AI AEROLOGICAL ObS
(00
	
CON	 9 0	 DOE)
79/11/2 M-100 U . 5 . S . A . HEISS	 ISLAND 21 NP bb CENTRAL AtROLOGICAL CBS
7911111b U.,. MMR-06 U.S.S.R. KRENKEL'	 (SHIP) 2J NF 87 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 0135(53
	 DON	 35	 OOW)
79/11/20 23JO M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 68 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UBS
79/11/21 0200 M-100 U.S.S.R. HLISS	 ISLAND 2 NP b8 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UbS
79/11/21 0740 MAR-06 V.S,S.R. KRENKEL'	 (SHIP) .. NP 56 CEN T RA/ AEROLOGICAL 08S(53	 00N	 35	 ODW)
- 9/11/21 1400 M-100 U.S. S.R. M.)L OD 	 I WHAT J NP M7 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UBS
79 / 11/23 0200 M-100 U.S.S.R. Ht ISS	 ISLAND 21 NP b9 CENTRAL AEROLO(,I(AL OHS
79 111 /27 1400 P-100 U.S, S. R. KOROL(V	 (SHIP) 2.i NP E1 CENIR At AEROLOGICAL ObS(29	 004	 160	 DOE'
19111/27 1`00 A-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) :J NP H2 (E NIRAI AERLLJ61CAL GUS(:9	 DON	 160	 ODE)
PEAK
OAT!	 AND 1101E AGENCY	 001,111 SPON 101,1"6 LAUNCHING 11, ► 14101:11 AL 1. kletRIMENTMS
01	 LAUNCH
--------------














7V/ll/j1, 0200 N-100 v	 S.S.R. Mt ISS	 ISLAND jJ NP 67 CENTRAL AE:DL061CA ► OHS
i V /11 /.It 1.00 "-100 INDIA INUMBA 21 NP 91 CENTRAL At40L041CAL ORS
U.S.S...
1V/11!21 1-400 M -300 U.S.S.R, MOLODEIHNAVA 2J N► 66 CENTNAL AEROLO41CAL OBS
TV/ ll / . 6 lA JO X -100 U, S.S.R. V0140G4AR NP 59 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL CBS
7y/ 1112 9 1-400 M-100 U,S:S. KCIRCLE,	 'SHIP) 2. Mp 84 CENTRAL AtROLOGICAL OBS(j0	 014	 160	 0011




79111/30 0.00 0 -100 u.S.S.R, Hl 155	 ISI ANO 2J NP 8 CE: T :AL AE:OL041CAL DOS
IV /1 ► /30 OlJO PINR-06 U,S.S,:, KRFMKEL'	 CSHI p ) 2J NP 51 CtNIRAL it 	 OL04I CJtL ORS03 CORP	 35 OOA
79/11!30 t400 01 -100 O.S.S.R, KOROLEV	 (SHI ► I 2J NP 62 CENT R AI AtROLOUICAL OHS(t'1	 000	 160	 ODi,
79/12/03 0533 AAI-N50-006 CANADA EON,	 ENUNC",Lt ld 34 l0 344 NRNMIS• ► .A,




7 0 /12/04 1400 M -100 U.S. S.N. KOROIEV	 (SNIP) 2J NP 1,2 CENTRAL AE:0L04lCAL ON$(03	 OOS	 LAO	 OOt)OS(*3	 lAK!-7911.1 J0. 17'13 II IbNT	 ;901 U RADA 24 tl0A[ 93 KNU 1414.-4,1.
IH1-6400 UN11 ED	
......
TV / 1. 1 09 0200 M -100 u.S. S.R. NEI"	 ISLAND 2J NP !9 Ck4IA At AEROL041CAL OHS
7 9 1110!1 1.00 :'100 U.S.S.R.
11 I
'll INNAtA 2J N► 64 CENTRAL AE:OLO4ICAL
7V /12 /09 1120 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAP 2J XP 6J CENi:AI At:OIOGiCAI
0:4
US
7 V /12/Oe 1-400 "-100 INDIA THUAIBA 2J me 69 CENTRAL AE:OL04IC Al 0A 
U.S.S.N
79 /12JOf 0:00 M-100 U.5.S.:, HE 155	 ISLAND .J Np 6-4 C141	 At A ENOLU4II AL ORS
1 V /1:111 1100 :Nq -Oe U.S.S.it VOL GOON AD jJ N► ej CE N1:Al AENOLO4ICAL OB$
1V/l: / 1; 0.00 "-100 U, S.S.N. NI ISS	 lS1 AND .J NF 1,9 CENTRAL -410101041 CAI 0B1
7V 11: J1 0.`30 001:-Ob U-S.S.N. USHAKOV
	
(SHIP) 2J NP AO CENTRAL ALROLOUICAL 0 
I I A
	 0DM	 35	 DOW)
79/1211: 11.0 M-100 INDIA THUNBA 23 Np b9 CENTRAL A111OL041CA1 004
U,S.S.N.
7 4 /1./1; 1130 M-100 U, S_S.R, MUlUOE JNNATA jJ NP It  C: NIRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
7411;112 1500 N-100 U.S.S.:. KU.OLE It
	 (SHIM) 2J NP M9 CENIAAL At	 OLO4lCAL OB5(-40
	 005	 163	 0011






79 /1; /12 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. >HOKALSKI	 'SNIP) 2J NF p5 CENTRAL ALROLOUICAL OHS(00	 OON	 1bO	 OOt)
-	 /1; ;000 M-100 u.S.S.N. 0 hVOL4Ut. 2J NP V1 CENiRAI ALROL041EAL JIBS
 /11 0200 :-0011 U.S.S.R. Ht ISS	 15LAND 2J NP H3 CFM1RRl At:OLOGCALI OHS
`911;11. 1.00 M-100 U.>,S.:. VOL(.O	 IAD 2J NP 92 CENTRA L Ai	 OL 04CAL OHS
O T6: ADD-9A-046 CANADA PUMP	 CHURCHILL IA 3A 36 ON 134 KOENIER•J.A.
PK llkYEILTN•t .J.
Rr OCF Yt N•D .J.
NCNA"ANA •A .G.
1 11/14 0290 01 -100 II. S.S.R. HE ISS	 ISLAND 2J Np 61 CINiRAI AlROIOGICAL OBS
2114 0600 M"R-0n U,S.S.R, U,HAkJV	 (SNIP) 2J NP 96 CENTRAL AEROLOUICAL OHS
193004	 15	 DOW)
1911:/1 4 :.CC M-100 INDIA INBM0A ;J NP 6V CENTRAL AkROL041CAL ON 
1,.S.S.it
/1/14 1900 "-1 tl0 U.S.5 ,A, OOLODtINNATA 2J NP b2 CENTRAL AtROL041CA1 OHS
TV	 ; 114 Ie 31 N-100 U.S .S .R, yUl404NA D 2J Ni' B} 1(01101-41 AlNOl U4	 Al UDS




• 4/1?/l4 1 4 ;0 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOL404RA0 .J NP 63 CENTRAL AtROL041CA1 OHS
' V /11/:J 1n01 Ii IL.H1	 ;K4 UNIIED	 SIA 1iS YAII CPS	 ISLAND 2l. UJAC be KRUk UlR •A .J.(-6.96
-II., I.1 0.19 M -:, I' lI. S.S.R. NL 11,	 ISI AND 2J NP tl2 CENTRAL AEROLOUICAL OBS
7V/1.	 4 O'3C MMR-Os 11,5.S.A. u/. AKUV	 ISNIPI 2J NP 9A CENTRAL AtOOL061CAL OHS(>AODM	 39	 01111
' vr l. 1 2. 1000 M -100 U.S.S.R. lHO,AISKI	 (SHIPI 2J NP b9 CE:11AAt A ► NOLOLICAL OB1(00OON I60 Dot 
1 4 11'124 1000 M"R-Ob II•>.>.N. V 	 NA	 (SNIP) 2J NP e0 CiNINAL At ROLO4ICAL OHS
10;004	 160	 DOE) 




7V 11./2e 0:00 N-lOC 1I.S.S.R. MISS	 ISLAND 2J NI' 6. 110114-41 Ak MOl U41CAl OHS
74!1:/2t 0 7 1'+ M"R-06 1. S, >, R, USNAKOV	 (SHIP) ;J NP 99 CENTRAL At ROLOUICAL U.S
1*13
	 OON	 39	 DOW)
!411; 1;6 14co "-100 INDIA '"UMHA ;J NP 99 CENTRAL ALROLOUIIAL 001
U.S.S.N.
7V/1.1:e 1.00 N-100 tI. S. S.R. 04010 DE J -it ;J NI• PV Ckit IItAt AtROLO61tAL Jtl5
1:1:6 1 1 .0 M-100 U, S.S.R. VOLODURAO 2J MP 6V CENiRAI AtROIJ41CAL OHS
79112 l2N 0:.0 0-10% U	 5,5-N. HI 11>	 ISI RND ;J NP 6', CENTRAL AERULOUICAI 091
.6 1400 p -100 U.S.S.R. V 6 AP 2) NP b. CENTRAL AEROL041CA1 Ob1
60/01/01 1400 14-100 U.S.S.R. SHOKALSK;	 (SHIP) 2J NP 64 C THE R AL AlNOLDOICAL UBS(.0
	 CON	 Ib0	 001)
60 1 01/0: 110C 01 -100 INDIA I"OKAA .J NP 69 CENINAI AEROLOGICAL OHS
U. S. S. N.
60/O1/0. 1-400 M-100 U,S	 S.I KUL UOt IHNATA 2J NP 87 CENTNAL A010104IC At UBS
60/01/07 l'1 J0 N-lD0 U.$.S.A, VOL 601,11A0 ;J NP 6. 110114-4( AlAtRUlO4IC OAS
60/01 1 0: 1910 M-1D0 11.>_1.R. Ht ISS	 ISI AND .J NP RJ ClN TNAL AI g U106 IC Al UHS
30/01/03 0700 M-100 U,S.1, R. KORCIIlV	 (,MIDI .J NN D-4 CkMi. AI Allot O1.I C At UA
115	 001	 110	
0111,60/01/01 0600 M-100 u,S, S, R. KONOLIV	 ISNIPI 21 NP 63 CENTRAL AEROIOt.I UAL UBS
t 1'3	 0ON	 I10	 OOV)
60/01 / 04 011 30 M-100 U.S. S.A. HIISS	 ISLAND 2J NP 94 Ct t/INAI At ROL O4): At UBS
• lOENT It ITS tAONCNINvS IMA1 PAIL 10 11U At 1URN UST PUI DATA
PEAK

















O q 	1NSII IUtIONS
-----------------------
tl0/01106 1600 M-100 INDIA INUMBA 21 NP b6 CENIRAL	 AtRULUbI(AL 0b5
U.S.S.M
80/0110• PM R-100 U, S. S.R, VOLGOGRAD 2J NP FS CENTRAL
	
AEROLOGICAL ObS
80/01 /OS 1100 N-100 U. S. S.M. SHOKALSKI	 (SNIP) 21 NP 7b CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL Uba
130	 OON	 160	 DOE)
80 /01/09 1200 M-100 U.S.S.R. SNDKALSIt1	 ISNIP) 21 NP F9 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL JbS
t30	 OON	 160	 ODE)
tl0/111/01 0600 M-100 U.S.S.R, LISS	 ISLAND 24 NP b3 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL ObS
RO/01 /01 1600 24-100 INDIA INUMBA T1 NP bF CENTRAL	 AfRVLOGIC AI OUS
U.S , S.R.
80/C1/Ol 1900 M -100 U.S,S.M. VOlGOURAD IJ NP db CENTRAL	 AtMOLOUICAL Ub5
80/01/01 1930 ELIGNI	 260 UNITED	 STATES WALLOPS	 ISl ANO 2. UUAC 67 ARUEUkR ,A . J.
7	 1-9661
80/01109 0300 N-100 U. S. S. R. Hk ISS	 ISLAND IJ NP F9 CkNIMAt	 AENOL OGI CAI VcS
-80/01109 1600 14-100 INDIA IHUMBA 2J NP --- CININAL	 AtROIOLICAI UbN
U.S , S.R.
80/01109 1600 N-100 U,S,S.it. ROLODEIHNAVA 2! NP e9 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL UPS
80/01/09 1500 14-100 U.S.S.R. VOL406NAD 2J NP PI CENTRAL	 At MULObICAL OUS
tl0/111 / 1/ 0200 M-100 U.5	 S.R. MISS	 ISLAND 2J NP .5 CENTRAL	 ALMOLU.ICAI JNS
EO/01/11 1600 h-100 140 M THUMBA ?J NP F5 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL JPS
U.S, S.R.
80/01111 1500 N -100 U,S, S. R, VOLUOGRAO 2J NY 64 CENTRAL	 AtN UL Lt. I CAI 0 t
b0/01/16 0200 M-100 U.S.S.R. Ht ISS	 ISLAND 2J NP .3 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 0tJb
tl0/01/16 1030 MMR-06 U. S.S.R. VULGOGRA0 21 NP 73 0144
B 0/01116 1200 I4NM-Ob U. S. S. 
it
VUL GONR AD 2J NP 72
CENI:AL




BO/01/1 ♦ 1350 MMM-Ob U. S.S.R. VOIGOURAD 2J NP 74 CENTWAt	 AkROL ODIC At UHS
80/01/16 1500 M-100 INDIA 7 HUNS A 21 NP F: CtNIRA1	 Af ROLObILAL UFS
U.S.S .q
80/01/16 1 K 00 M-100 S. M. VOLbObRAO 2J NP F1 EN	 At	 AEROLOGICAL JtrS
.0/01/lb 0300 K	 J9M - Ob9 JAPAN KA4USnIWA 3A	 SP	 SC	 rt ND S;P AKA1,K,















I I 	 1b 1200 MMR-C. U. S. S. q . VOL bUbRAD :J HP nP (ERIN At
	
AENOLUb IC AI u1,
80/01/16 1110 NRR-Ot. U, S, $.R, VOL bOU q AD 21 NP 73 Ck NT RAI
	 At NOL CbILAI UPS
PO/01 7 16 1600 M-TOO INDIA 114 UlA PA 2J MP .1 CENTRAL	 AINOLOt.lLAk UHS
U.S. S.P,
PO/01714 1630 M-100 U.S.S,R, MOIODEINNAVA 2J NY t(1 CENTRAL	 LM	 AL JPS
80/01716 1600 M-100 U.S. S.X. VOlGOUR AD :J NP TV Lf NIN AI
	 AtNOLUGI(Al uk5
80/01 / 16 • V00 M-100 U.S.a.N, Nt ISS	 ISLAND 2J NY FS CENiNAI	 :.LMUI PbiI AI +H>




80/01/18 1030 MMR - Ot, U.S.S.N. VUL"URAO 2J NY b0 CENTRAL	 AI MOI(1 ,	 AI JDS
.0701 7 14 1310 MRR-06 U.>,S.R. VOIGUoRAO :J NI' Al CtNIMAI	 AENOI U.•Ii AL JP:+
AO/01/124 1600 N-100 INDIA IHUPPA :J NY bK CENTRAL	 A1NOl UUit AI on>
80101/ld 1500 M NM-116 U, I, S,N, VOLbO6MAD :J N/' 66 CENT NAL	 At KUI UUI(At Ut5
80 / 111/ld 1600 M- 100 LI,f. S.X. VUIUOUN AD :J NI' 7V L 	 NIM At	 AkkOt 0 1, 11 Al
R O/0l/21 0200 0-100 li, S.a.R, Ht ISS	 ISLAND 2J NP 86 LENIN AI	 At RUk u(I	 LAt +i 1•S
.0 7 01121 0700 M -100 II,S .S .A. KOROLtV	 (SHIP) 2.1 NP 6• CENTRAL	 AtNOLUUI(AL JNS
(02	 DOS	 96	 00.0




80/Q1721 0805 NASA	 25.051UH O	 ED	 STATES .1t	 SANDS 71 (N :I6 PURNOVS.D.
MI KMAUahAAR...L.
U151 SANOLNI,b.
60101 7 21 1600 M -100 INDIA TNUMPA J hl' b+ C 	 NI NAt	 AE ROL U+•1 C A l JMS
LI.S.S,R.
80701/:1 1500 R-100 U, S. S.R. VOI UOI,N AD :J NP FO CENTRAL	 At ROL OI•IL AI JPS
.0/OlS 0250 M 'l00 U.S.S, N. HIISS	 ISI A NO :J NY l6 It N1N AI	 AkNJlOUII AI ^h'
PO/011:3 OP 00 M -100 11,S.S.p. KO 	 OI IV	 ISNIPI :J NP 6^ CI VIN At	 At XUI UI.I I AI CGS
(06	 CON	 103	 006)
PO/01 1 21 1600 R-100 INDIA IHUMHA :J NY tln tt NINAL	 AIN11t Ub II AI 061
U, a.I.X,
d0/01/23 IN00 M-100 J,1,S.p. MOLODt.'MNAVA :J NY II ItNTNAk
	
AENOLuI.IIAI uti
!O/01121 1600 M-100 U.'. ,S ,A. VUlUOGMAD 2J Nt r ((NiNAI	 At 0101 Ul•1(AI l`!+S
RO/01724 112: 1FROI4AND	 50 DtNMARK ArDOTA OA	 3A	 }l	 31 MD :0. AANSNI	 K,
- NO II.0AT Sb 6P	 5A	 5U LD ANNJIOY.N.t.
SWEDEN n1 ILVV h+0 	 .L	 ,I,
UN
	
III)	 51ATI, Ni tVANS,D.S.
MI H1 T A I IH A MM A M. C.+,,
1`XUS GRt t 	 VAL U.N.A.
StIA HOI HA(K.1+,
11111 "0 'TI I.J .A,
U 
I U H
TUN O PI A(,J.A.
UIVY ) ` N I MD AMI ,1,
SUNAAS.1.
SPAN I. SI E V.1 .
SIAD S 111 S. J.
ON +. S IA UP, I.
tl0lO1125 0200 M-100 U.S.S.A Ht 
I S S
	 ISI A .4 :J NA 6' 1IN1111	 AIXOI UbII AI .^65
80111112!5 1500 M-100 INDIA IHUMHA :J NY 66 L", k A I 	 AI	 OLO^It AI uV
:.S, S.R
M 0101 1 : •. 1510 M .- 00 U.S.S,X. Vul ^Ok.MAD :J NI' t0 Lt NIN AI	 At WO  Ou IC At uk,5
• IOENTI/It5
------------------




ANJ TIME A4ENCT	 AC'KtI
IDEN 11f	 CA	 10

















!0/01/28 0200 R-100 11	 S.S.A. NtiSS	 ISLAND 2J NP bl CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OBS
80/01/29 1400 M-100 1ND1A TMU.bA 21 NP 86 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OBS
U	 S.SR ,
tO101128 ' 500 R-100 U,, S,S,.R, VULGOGRAO 21 NP VS CENTRAL	 AEROL041CAt OBS
!0/01730 02000 M-100 u.5.S.A. HkISS	 ISLAND 2J NP b3 CENTRAL AtROLO41CAt 09$
F 0/01/30 14 .-100 INDIA THU148A 2.1 NP 84 CENTRAL AEAOLOGICAL ObS
U. 5.S.R.
!0/O1/30 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEIMNATA 21 NP bb CINTRAI	 AEROL061CAL OBS
FO/030 1700 N-100 U.S .S .A. YOLG06RAD 2J NP D5 CENTRAL	 AEROLO61CA1 OB5
00 / 02/01 0:00 M-100 U. S. S.R. REISS	 I5lAND 2J NP 61 CENTR At	 AEROL061CAL Ob5
1J/02101 0500 M-100 U.S.S.R. HE ISS	 ISLAND 2J NP 81 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OBS
60/02102 0847 S	 -310-OOS JAPAN KA605141MA 2F	 3C	 30	 3t GVAI 179 tJIRI.R.












!D/G2/ p 4 0200 M-100 U.S.S.R. REISS	 ISLAND 2J NP 86 CENTRAL	 AEROL041CAL Ub$
t0/0Ob 0230 6 -100 U.115.R. HE ISS	 ISLAND 2J NP b4 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 011$
10/02 / Oh 07 p 0 MMR-Oe U.S .S.A. PASSAT	 ( SNIP) 2J NP 56 CENTRA L AEROLC41CAl OBS
(53	 OON	 35	 DOW)
-t'0/0.'/0b 1400 M-100 INDIA IMUMNA 2J NP --- CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OBS
U.S.S.R.
60/02/0n 1-30 14-100 U.S.S.R. IOLODEINNATA 2J NP NO CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL ObS
t0/02/0b 1630 M -100 U.S.S,R. VOtGOuRAD 24 NM !-4 CE 	 IRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OBS
M 0102/07 1-00 .1 -100 INDIA THURBA 2J NP 85 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OBS
U.5.S.:.
10/JI/ 06 0:00 M-100 U.S . S.R. Nf ISS	 ISLAND 2J NP bb CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL UBS
10/02/0 ,, 1600 MMR-Ob U.S , S. R, VOL NA	 ISHIP) 2J N4 56 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OBS
(02CON	 163	 DO()
10 1 02/09 1540 "MR-Oe U	 N.S.R. VUtNA	 (SNIP) 2J NP 59 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL ObS
102OON	 163	 OOk)
60/02/11 0100 M-100 U.S.S.A. Nt ISS	 ISLAND 2J NP 64 CENTRAL	 AEROL041CAL




FO/0:/13 Jh00 N -100 U.S, S.R. 14UL)DF7 HNA T A 2J NP 65 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGCAL UBS
• 10 / 02 1 13 1400 M-100 IN DIA TMUMNA 2J NP --- CENTNAL	 AERO	 ILOGCAL U^.$
U.S,S.R,
MO / 02 / )3 1700 .1 -100 U.S.S.R. VOL6ULRAD 21 NP b8 CENTRAL	 A IROL061CAL OB$
•60/02/1- 1611 I L16 NT	 261 UNITED	 STAILS MALL OPS
	 ISI AND 26 OOAC b6 KRUE4ER,A.J.
I	 1-96-2
60^a: 115 0100 M-100 u.S, S,R_ Hf ISS	 ISLAND 2J AP 87 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OBS
.J / 02 / 15 OM 30 MPA-O6 u,1.S.a. PASSAI	 (SHIP) 2J NP 60 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 005
(530011	 35	 OOr)
0/02115 1143 ADD-5A-D50 CANADA SOU TM	 END 1B	 21	 3C	 36 LC 15b FORSTTN,P.A,
bB 8A NR HARRIS.F.A,
ON 11OEMLER.J.A.
ON(I 111 WkllVN.F. J.
PA MCE WE N.D . J.





1-l01 U.S.S,R, POLODEIH14AVA 2J NP N7 CENTRAL	 AEROL OLICAI OtlS
64 / 01 / IL .1-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 84 CENTRAL
	
AEROkO61CAL ObS
`0/d1/le 0933 NASA	 27.037US "" ;IAUVIItD	 III WH 1 TF	 SARIS 6D DK 2614 RUNRO, A.
K6 PARKINSON.r.H.
,• 0 1 02/lb 1100 .1-100 INDIA IHUMPA CJ NP bb CENT 	 Al	 A 	 041CA1 UPS
U.S.S.R.
• 10102/!6 1406 PLIG H T	 2b2 MR 4711 NATAL 26 OOAC --- KRUt UIR,A.J.
I'll- 96
5 b UNIILD	 STATES
•1 0 / 02 / 1 0 1510 t
	
't'3
 263 NRAIIL NATAL 2G OOAC 64 KRUk6161,A,J.
TNI- 9 6S7 UNITED	 STAYS
60/02/20 0300 6-300 U J.S.R. HkISS	 ISLAND 2J NP F6 CE N 	 R At	 AFROL061CAL OBS
60/02/20 0800 MMR-0b U. S. S.R. PASSAI	 (SNIP) 2J NP 59 CENTRAL	 ALROL061LAL UBS
(53
	 OON	 35	 COW)
'0/01120 1-00 M-1D0 U, S.S.R. ROLODEIHNAVA 2J NP ti0 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL O8$
60/0:/20 1b00 .1 -100 INDIA TNU148A 2J h M6 CENTRAL
	
AEROL061CAL UBS
!0/01//0 1630 .1 -IUO U.S.S.N. VOI ou:kAD 2J N' h3 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL U0 
10102121 005- Ff ROINANO	 44 NU RlAT AND	 VA OA	 IM	 3A	 3L BD 146 AARSNt$,K.
SWEDEN 4b	 5A	 58	 6F to AKSNES,J.
JNITtD	 STATES MT HI BJOROAL,J.
SE.IA FLOCK.L.P.
5x61 IVANS,D .S.
UTCI f AL IN AM M A q .(.6.
UT OH HOL BACK, S.

































60/02/23 1005 ADD-OSA-052 CANADA SOUTH	 END in	 21	 3(	 34 LC 148 104SVTN.P.A.









80/02/24 1510 FLlbNT	 264 BRARIL NATAL 2b OOAC 54 KRUt"tk,A.J.
TN1-6600 UN11ED	 STATES
60/02/25 1400 N-100 u.S.S.a KOROIEV	 (SNIP) 21 NP 67 CENTRAL AEROLO4ICAL U85
(00	 CON	 160	 OOf)
t0/02125 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. SNINSHOV	 ISH 1 ► > 21 NP 61 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 0114
XOO N 	160 DOE)
80102/25 1400 PRO-06 U.S.S.R. NA	 (SHIP) 2J NP 59 CENTRAL AtROLULICAL UVS
100	 OON	 160	 00!)
80/02/25 1500 M-100 U. S. S. R. ItOROIEV	 (SNIP) 2J NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UbS
t00	 OON	 160	 OOE1
80/02/25 1500 14-100 U.S.S.R. SRIRS"OV	 ($HIP) 2.1 NP 83 CENTRAL AEROLOUI(AL Ob1
100OON	 160	 DOE)
80/02/:5Z 1630 P-300 U. S.S.R. .1	 (SNIP) 2J NP '6 (EVTNAI ALROL041CAL OPS
(00 OON	 160 '0"
'	 PO/02125 1630 M-100 U.S.S.R. SNIRSNOV	 (SNIP) 21 NP P3 CENTRAL AtROL041CAl UbS
100 OON	 160 ""
80102/25 1630 PAR-Ob U.S.S.R. VOENA	 (SNIP) 21 NP 5V CENTRAL ALNOLOLI(AL UNS
(00
	 DON	 160	 Oct)
80/02/25 1750 P-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLfV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 63 CENIRAI AEROLOGICAL ObS
(00	 008	 160	 O1E1
80 / 02 1 25 1800 N-100 U. S. S.A. SHIRSNDV	 'SNIP) 2J NF 64 CININ AI AEROLOUICAL JNS
(00 OON	 160
Go "80 JV2125 1830 MMR - Ob U.S.S.A. V't NA	 (SNIP) 2J NP n0 (ENTRAL AEROLOUICAL UNS
t00
	 OON	 160	 OOf)
80/02/26 1430 14-100 U, ^. S. N. KOROl1V	 (SHIP) 2J NP cV CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL Una
(00	 DON	 16 4	Got)
'0/02126 1430 MMR	 06 u.S.S.R. 11 OLNA	 (SNIP) 2.1 NP 60 CL NIRAt At ROL UU IC AL vbS
100
	 DON	 160	 DOE)
80/02 / 26 1440 "-100 U.S. S. R. SHIRSMOV	 (SNIP) 21 NP t0 CENTRAL AENOLOuIIAL ONS
(00	 OOM	 I60	 OOt)
80/0: /2b 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. KONOI1V	 (SNIP) 2J NP 6; CENTRAL AtOOLUGICAL UH5
CDO	 OON	 160	 Oct)
60/0:/26 1600 M-100 U. S. S. N, aNINSHOY	 (SNIP 2J NP P1 C 11 T R AL AtROLCUICAI 0 1S
100	 OON	 160	 DUE)
80/02/26 1730 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLl11	 )SNIP) 2J NP e CENTRAL AENOLUUILAL JNS
100	 DON	 160	 Oct)
80102126 1730 M-100 U.S. S. R. SH105HOW	 (SNIP) 2J NP P5 CENTRAL Al$1UL 0UI C 1 01,s
'DO	 OON	 160	 1101)
80/02/:6 1830 P-100 1I. 5.5.R. KORULlV	 ISH III 2J NF t6 CkN1R AC AtRULJGI(AL UNS
tooDON	 160	 Oat)









80/02/27 0430 -too U. ^. S.R. I  I))	 ISL ANO :J NP E3 CENTRAL AtROLUUICAL 0v5
80.02 1 2 , 0800 MMa-06 U.S.S.R. PASSAI	 (SNIP) 2J NI S2 CtNIRAI AENULOuICAI UNS
(53	 DON35	 DOW)
80102127 1:30 0-100 U.S.S .R. KUROLIW	 (SNIP) 21 NP 64 CENTRAL AI NCI OUI CAt J6S
(00	 CON	 160	 DOE)
80102127 1320 NOR-06 U.S.S.R. VOLNA	 (SNIP) 2J NP 5V CENTRAL AIR 0L UUIC At UbS




THUMBA 2J NP P5 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UbS
U. S. S.R.
"IT 127 1430 M-100 U.S.S.R. NO 	 Clot IHNAVA 21 NP b6 CENTRAL AEROL 061(AL UbS
80/02/27 1440 14-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSMOV	 (SHIP) 2J NP PP CENTRAL AtOOk',,I CAL UNS
I'D	 DON	 160	 DOE)
80102127 1500 0-100 U. S. S.N. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 85 CENTRAL AEXULOu1CAl 'JbS





'0 1 02 1 27 1540 M-100 U.5.5.R. SNIRSNOV	 (SNIP) 2J %F P3 CENTRAL At ROE OU IL AL JNS
(CO	 DON	 160	 act)
80102 127 11311 M -lU0 U.S.S.R. KOROIEV
	
(SNIP) 2J NV 62 O NTNAI AFNUIObi(Al CN>




Got )VO1NA	 (SNIP) 2J NP to tl N1RAl
t 
NOl0t.	 CA l UNS
too	 DON	 160	 ODE)
80/02 / 2tl 1300 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROItV	 (SNIP) 21 NP bb LLNINAI A tNULUul(AL UNS
(00	 ODN
	 160	 GOT)




80/02 / 28 1 4 00 M -100 U.S.S.R. KUROIfV	 (SNIP) 21 NP t6 CENTRAL AINOt OUICAI UNS
too11N	 160	 001)
80102128 1420 M-LOO U.5.5.0. SLAIN SNUV	 ,SNIP) 2J :EP t3 Ef NINAL AtROLDUILAL UPS
(00	 00N	 160	 DOE)
80 / 02 / 2 8 1420 MMR-Ob U.S.S.R. VUINA	 (SNIP) 2J hP 60 C 	 LAIR AI AWOL 061 CAL OHS
"000"
	 160	 ODE)
60/02/28 1530 M-100 U.S.S.0. KOROIEV	 15"1 ► ) 21 NF 1`3 LINTRAL AERULOGICAL UHS
(UOODN	 Leo	 Oct)
80/02/28 1530 MMM-06 U.S.S.R. VUINA	 (SNIP) 2J NP 5V CFNTRAt A1001 O(,I(AL JNS
(00	 014	 160	 001)








80/0.'128 1700 MMR-06 U.S.5.a VOLNA	 'SHIP, 2J NP 5V (t N T NAI AEROLOGICAL v6S
(00	 004	 160	 cot)
PEAK
D Ali	 AND TIME AG ENCI	 ROCKEt SPONSORIP46 LAVNCNIA6 lRPER IMENI AIT, kRPERlPtN1ER3
0{	 IA UN (U1I IDf NII{ICAIION CUUhTRlf3 SITE D.SCIPI INtS 1NSTRUPENTS LKM) OR	 INS111UTlONS
't	 tlY/02 /2a 1800 NPR-06 U. S. S,0 VOk NA	 (SHIP) 2J NP 60 CENTRAL AENOLO(.ICAL OHS
(00	 OON	 160	 DOE)
n010:12 4 1620 P-100 U.S.S.R. SNIRSN011	 ISN.P) 2J NY E4 CIS IRAt AFROL061CA1 085
(00	 00%	 160	 got)
N0/02/:0 0200 M-100 U. S. S.N. NL 153	 1St Al. 2J NP 78 CENTNAI AEROLOGICAL ON$
`-0/02 / 2 9 O1}p MMR-06 U.S.S.N. PASSAI	 (SHIP) 2J NP p7 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 08S
151	 OON	 35	 DOW)
n0/02 /2 V 0900 M04R - 06 U.S.S.R. PASS AT	 (SNIP) 21 NP 57 CIN74AL AEROLOGICAL OPS
(53UON	 35	 004)
(1 0/02/29 1100 P-100 U.S.S.R. 1, OR 0  t 	 15N IP) 21 NP 63 CENTRAL AtROLOGICAL ORS
160	 DOE)
60/02/29 1100 M-100 U.S, S .R. 111OONRSNo	 (54 4, 2J NY 67 (f 1410 At AFROLv61CAL ONS
400	 0ON	 160	 DOE)
1	 60/02/29 1200 A -100 U.S.S .P. AORJL"v	 ISMIP) 21 NP C8 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UPS
,OD	 OON	 160	 COE)
t0/02/29 1220 NPR -US U.S.S.q. VOLNA	 (SHIP) 2J NY 59 CENTRAL AtROLO(sICAL Oil!,
l0U	 OON	 160	 DOE)




60/0;/29 1140 4 -10c U.:.S.R. SN . 1	 IS HI ► ) 2J NY b ♦ CENTRAL AtACLO61CAL ObS_
,00	 00N I 
no
	 Opt)
60/02/29 1400 M -100 S.S.N. SHIRSMOW	 (SN IV) 2J NY b4 L  NIN AI A1001 O61(At L`b5
(00	 004	 160	 0.1)
r 0/02 / 2 9 1500 M-100 O.S.S,R. S 	 IM SHOV	 (SNIP) 2J NP n4 C 	 NIR At AEROLOGICAL 00b
(0000N	 Ina	 DOE)
60/a2/29 1550 M -IJO u.S.S.R. KORUI tV	 (SNIP) 2J NF 85 Ck4IR At AENULObICAL OHS
(00	 00%	 lb0	 001)
60/01/01 1110 1L Ib	 5HI	 2b NRAI It NAIAI 26 OOAC 65 KRUl.iR.A.J.
TN1-nhJl UNIIto	 SIA1tS





•0/0!/85 0400 M-100 (1.5.^.R. NE ISS	 ISLAND 2J NF b CENTRAL At ROLOGICAL OHS






n 0/03/0' 1:00 P-IJO J.S.S.N. POI ODE INNAVA 2J NY 87 CENTRAL AkRJlUU IC A( ObS
80/03/05 1.00 M -100 INDIA INUNHA 2i NY 64 CENTRAL ALOOL061CAL JbS
U,5.5,w.
n0/03/0`` ibOD M-100 U.S .S	 R. VOL VU(. R AD 2J N{' 04 Ck NTRAL AEROLOGICAL UHS
60103/On 1460 H-100 INDIA TMUM04 ;J NY n0 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 0HS
U.I.S.R.
no	 03 ; 0 7 0100 "-100 U.S.S.Y. Ht L S	 1Sl ANO :J NY 85 CENTRAL AtROL061CAL UHS
n 0/03/0 7 1'00 N-IUD .1.5.S.R. NHI ITS HOV	 ,SNIP) 2J Re M4 LEN tRAk AEROLOGICAL UHS
(36	 005	 lba	 DOE)
t0/0 1 /1: 7:00 H-100 ..i.S.N. NPISS	 ISLAND :J NY 85 CENTRAL AEROLOb ICAL ObS
0 1 05 1 1: Or. 00 M P w-0, u.S.S.R. V'. HAAOV	 (SNIP) 2J he 5b CENTRAL AERUL061CAL O15
15s	 OON	 35	 DOW)
• 80/33/1: 1311 `t IUHI	 2nn UR AI It NATAL 2. uOAC 55 KRUtGkR.A,J.
TN1-bnD: UNITED	 STATES
60/03/12 1400 P -300 INDIA IHtlNHA 2J NY n5 CENTRAL At ROLOGICAI ObS
,1.5.5.8.
`I", 11: 1.00 M -100 0.5 .5	 R. NUI ODE INNATA 2J NP b6 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL UPS
80103/'4 0800 PNN-O S.R. 1SHANOV	 (SHIP) 2J Me n7 CENTRAL AINOt OGICAI OHS
('• 8	 OON	 J5	 /pN/
•e 0  J 3%1` :1 J' IL IUHI	 t' UN'ttD	 S1 AIIS VALL PPS	 ISIAYD :1. OUAI 65 KRUEUlR A.J.
1	 I-Vh.3
0300 P-100 .1. 5.5.N. Ht15S	 ISLAND NE 82 CENTRAL AtRUL06ICAL 0H5T0;U3`1 9
6J	 u 	 1 1 4 J'0D M P R-0h ..>.S .R. USHAKOV	 (SHIP) 2J N) 57 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL URS('3	 004	 11	 DON)
60103/IV 1.00 P-100 14 DIA INUNHA 2J he 67 CE N1 q At AEROLOGICAL OHS
1 : .1, S.R
60/01/I w 1.0. M-100 1.>.S.K. MJIODEINNAVA i.l NP 81 CtNIRAI AEROLOGICAL JbS




n0 1 03/l 9 1'00 M-100 1^.	 '=. S,P, YJIGOGAAD 2J NP 63 CtNTNAL At AOL OU It At Jb5
°0 1 03 / I V 1 9 40 P-100 Q.S.N. Vol uUURAD J NI' b4 CENTNAI At NOLO61CAl ObS
60/O S/:1 0'00 NNw - On U.5.S.R. USNA.JV	 (SNIP) 2J NY S7 CENTRAL At ROL U6 I: At UHS
(53	 aON	 }5	 0ON)
t0/0 1 1:1 1.70 •-100 VOI 611u IT AD ;J NY bb CE NINAL At46L OL•I tAI JBS
n0/03!21 1''.0 • -100
U.1 . ^. S.R.
. S.S.R. VOLGOV ITAD ! NY V; CENTRAL AEROLOGICAt 0H5
10/03/:: 1030 NASA	 .0r '^^ uN,I[D	 :.141!5 RPl7t	 SANDS 71 oil 0, 17 ROCCHIA, 0.
SNNJ S^NNOYPIR.H.P.
t 0 / 03 % 2 1 I I G4 "''100 ..	 S,R, 5H 145 H 0 V	 (SHIP) .'J NP b: (FNTYAL AIROLOLIIAL 0 H S
101	 DON	 160	 Opt)
CC/O3/:b 0.'00 M-100 u.S.S.K. NF ISS	 ISLAND 2J Re bn CENTRAL AtRO1 OU 1(AL ObS
0 / 03	 2b 0	 00 MPR-Ob U.	 .S .N, USNAKOV	 (SNIP) 2J he 58 CENTRAL Ai NOLOGI(AL OR5
(^1	 0DN	 3'^	 00.)
n 010!/:6 1.00 M -100 .NDIA TH11MbA 2J N/' 61 CEYIRAI ALNOLOuI(AL UH5
60/03/:b 1430 8 -100 0.5 ,5.R. ROL. J(t JHNATA 24 NP n3 CENINAL At RULUUILAL UHS
o 0 t 3/:n 1 JO U,>, 5.R. SHINSHOV	 (SHIP) 2J N1 79 CENTRAL AtRULOUICAI Oil 
(15DON	 160	 oat)
e 0103/:n 18)0 5-100 J.S.S.9 VUL bOURAD 2J NY nb CENTRAL AtROLOU1tAt 0b5
8U t 01 ,n IR}p -I00 U.S .S,R, VOL 00 RAD 2J N/ 66 Ct111R AI At NOL UU 11 Al JH5
6	 J3O /	I;n :ICO N-l0O U. S. S.R, Vol uOGRAT' ;J NY nb CENTNAI AkNOL06	 CAI OHS
60/0 1 /: + Ot, NASA	 :	 .U' 5 ^^'+ CANADA IORI	 CHURCHIII 1H UTKI lNn LNAPPILL .0 .R.
UNi Ito
	
51 A1k7 a $HART - .
N INNINGHAM *1-D.
60 / 03 / :,` 0600 PMR-3b U.S.S,N. OSHAKOV	 (SHIP) 2J NV °8 CE NIP AI AEN Ott)	 ICAL OHS
(5!	 OON	 3S	 00^)
'	 t0/03/.J 1bC0 M -100 U— S.R. .1. 5NOV	 SHIP 2J N{ 6+ (f NTN AL AFROI OI IC AI VHS
(30	 OON	 lb0	 ODE)
.^'03/30 1420 P-1 0U .S.N.
S 
	 IASHJV	 (SHI P ) 2J he nl CF NIR At AtR OL ObIC At ONS
13.	 D.	 160	 001 )
---- --------------




























$0114102 0200 14-100 U.S.S.R. HIM ISLAND 2.1 N► 66 EINIAAL 4t%OLObICAL bbS
10106102 1200 14-100 INDIA TNUMNA 2J NP 115 CENTRAL AIROICUICAL ObS
U.S.S.O.
10104102 1-600 0-100 U.S. S.R. MOLODEIHMkTA 2J NP 66 CINiRAk AtROLO6ICAL JdS
i	 $0106/02 1700 0-100 U.S.S.R. VOL60GRAO 24 N► P5 CENTRAL At	 OL041 CAL Obi






s	 00/06/09 0200 M -100 U.S. S.R. HIISS	 ISLAND 2.1 NP 04 CENTRAL AEROLOUICAL OBSE	 101060`09 0220 R-100 INDIA TMU40A 1.1 NP 83 CENI4AL AIROL041CAL OHS
U.S. S.R.
i	 00/06/09 0600 N-100 INDIA IHUMOA 21 NP 84 CENTRAL AtkOL041CA1 OON
110/06/09 1000 0-100 INDIA IHUMBA 2J NV 85 kENIRAL AEROLOGICAL ub5
U.S.S.A.
00/06/09 1400 M-100 1NDIA 1"UMBA 2J NP 64 CENARAt AEROLOGICAL UdS
U.S.S.R.
10/04/09 1-430 0-100 u.S.S.R. MOIODEIHNATA :J NV e5 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL OVS
10104/69 1609 /LIGHT	 2b8 UNITED	 STATES WALLOPS	 ISLAND 26 OOAC 63 kNUk4ER.A.J.
1	 1-9644
10/04109 1100 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP P7 CENTRAL ALdOLOUICAL OHS
10104/09 1800 M -100 1401A IHUMOA ;J NP K. Cf NIMAL AEROLOUICAL OHS
U.S. S.A.
T04109 1900 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP b7 CENTRAL AEROL061CAL OHS
so'04/09 230, M-100 IN01A THUMBA 2J NP 64 CENTRAL AEMOL061CAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
011/04/10 0200 M-100 INDIA THU"MA 2.1 NP 05 CINTPAL AtPOL04ICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
$0104/10 0600 M-100 INDIA 1HUMBA 2J MY 6? CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL ObS
U.S.S.R.
60/04/!0 1000 M-100 INDIA TNUMNA 2J NP b• CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL JBS
U.S.S.R.
$0104110 1-400 "-100 INDIA THUMBA 2J NP 82 CENIRAI AIROLOWAL OHSU.S.S. t.
00/04/10 1600 P-100 INDIA IHURBA :J NP 62 CININAL AtROLUUICAL JOSU.S.S.R.
110/04/10 2100 R-TOO INDIA THU"DA ;J NV P3 CENTRAL AtRUIOGICAL 005
u.S.I...
60/04/11 0200 M-100 INDIA IHUNBA 2J NV b4 CENTRAL A:7^,,LU41CA1 OHS
U.5.S.R.
00/04111 Ob00 P-100 INDIA IHUMBA 2J NP 63 CE41H41 AIROLOG1CAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
00/04/16 0220 "-100 U.S.S.R. HE III	 ISLAND 2J NI b. Ck NiRAI AEROL 041 CAL ONS
11/04/16 1600 1-100 u.S.S.R. MOI 06	 Hit	 11 2J NP 9J CE	 AL Af RCLOGICAL UBS
00/04/16 1700 N-100 U.S. S.R. VOt 1.	 A0 2J NP 91 CE N1RAl A:.UIOUICAI Ob>





10104122 :300 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOL6D40A0 2J NP b6 CENIR Ak AIROL04lCAL Otl5
00 / 06 / 23 0200 "'100 U.S.S.R. NEISS	 ISLAND 2J NP 112 CENTR AI AkROLOb 1CAt )ON
110/04/23 0900 RMR-Oe U.S.S.4 P01lIV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 111 CENIAAL Ak g 0l 041LA1 0 S
LJ6	 DON	 160	 OOr)
110/04/23 1400 P-100 INDIA INUMBA 2J N/' 84 CLN1AAL AEROL0.11AL Otl5
U.S.S.R.
10/04/23 1400 it	 01 U.S.S.R, MOLODEIHNATA 2J NP L•^ CENIRAI AEROLOGICAL Ub.




• 60/04/26 1500 M-100 I RAN( k At RbUEL EN	 ISI AND 2J NI• --- LENIRAL AEMOLObICAL UB5U.S.S.R.
80/04120 1500 14-100 FRANCE 1k  04 Lit tIN	 ISI AND 2.1 NV P7 CENTRAL AEMOLOt•ICAL J8SU. S. S. R.
60104/29 1400 "-100 INDIA IH UMNA 2J NY 65 CENIMAL AtOOLOGICAL eP5
U.S.S.R.
$0/04/29 1600 N -100 TRANCE 11t Rb UttIN	 I S I AND 2J NO 6V CENTRAL AEROLOUICAI ONS
U.S. S. R.
10104/29 1600 "-100 U.S.S.R. SHIP^HOV	 (SNIP) 2J NP b, CENTRAL ALROLO(.1CAL OHS
(00	 OUR	 90	 001)
80,04129 1730 04-100 U.S .S .R. SHIRSHOV	 (SNIP) 2J NP b3 CENTRAL AEROL041CAL 085
• 100OON	 90	 Out)
60/04 / 2 0 2100 14 -100 U.S.S.R. VOL b.6R AD :J NP 90 CENTRAL AI ROL0uIC AL UPS
FO /04 /30 0200 M-100 U.S.S.R. HIISS	 ISLAND :J NP 0t' CENT MAL UbS




At	 ULOL: ICAt Jb5
80 1 04 / 30 0440 14-100 U.S.$.:. H115S	 ISLAND 2J NY A4 C 	 N T R At AEROLOUICAI UPS
•	 80/06/30 1400 M-100 U.S.S.. 0OLODEINNATA 2J NP VO CENTRAL AtROLUUICAL ObS
80104/30 1500 P-100 IRANCI RE R6 
OIL 
IN	 1SL AND 2J NP 67 CENTRAL AEROLOUI(AL UPS
U.S.S.R.
80/05/01 1200 M -100 U.S.S.R. AONOIEV	 (SHIP) :J fe VO CtN •4 Al AfROLOult AL CANS
1:6	 OON	 160	 DOW)
80/O5/01 1630 M -100 U . S . S . a . SN 1115.10,	 (SNIP) 21 NP CI CENTRAL AEROL041CAt DNS
(00	 OLIN	 02	 0011
$0105102 1400 04 -100 FRANCE 111 114 Ul LEN	 ISL A ND 21 NP bb CENIRAk At 0 O C .,Ik AL UbS
u.S.s.R.
AO/05/03 1500 M -100 FRANCE RLR6UElEN	 ISLAND 2J NP P2 CENTRAL AEROl041CAL ON>U. s, s. R.
80/05/05 1500 M-100 FRANCE AE RGUEIEN	 151 AND 2J NP b: (ENIRAI 1 .	 010UICAI OdS
U.S .1 .A.
80/05/06 1200 14-100 U.S.S .R. ROROLIV	 (SNIP) 2J N/' 94 CEMIAAt AtROLOUICAL UBS
'**004
	 160	 DON)
PC/05J06 16410 0 -100 FRANCE 1110 111.	 ISLAND 2J kP 62 LINIRAt AtMOL041CAL ObS
U.S.S.R.
• 101NIIFIES IAUNC4I006S THAI FA I LED 10 RETURN USEFUL DATA.
PEAK




















00/05106 2100 4-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOv	 (SNIP) 2.1 NP 84 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
(00	 CON	 62	 ODE)
bO/05/06 2210 M-100 U.S.S.R. SNI115nOV	 (SNIP) 2J N► 82 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL ORS
(00	 OON	 62	 DOE)
60105/07 0200 14-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS	 ISLAND 2J "P 82 CENTRAL	 AEROL^G1CAL 48S
PO/05/07 1140 M-100 INDIA THVM8A 2J N► 82 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
60105/07 1:00 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SNIP) 21 NP 89 CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL 085
(00	 OON	 160	 DOW)
80/05/07 1400 N-100 U.S.S.R. MOIODEINNATA 2J NP 68 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
8O/05/01 1500 P-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN	 ISLAND 21 NP 65 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 085
U.S.S.R.
t0/05/07 1700 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOL606RAD 2J NP 87 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL ORS
PO/05/07 2140 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SNIP) 21 NP 84 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL ORS
(05	 OOS	 67	 00E)
t0/05/08 2240 14-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SNIP) 21 NP 83 CENTRAL	 AEROL061CAL OHS
(10	 005	 65	 ODE)
60/05/09 1600 P'100 FRANCE KERGUELEN	 ISLAND 2J NP 89 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
b0/0510+7 2210 M-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SHIP) 21 NP 63 CENTRAL	 AIROL061CAL OHS
" (15	 005	 65	 ODE)
PO/05/10 1500 M -100 FRANCE KERGUELEN	 ISLAND 24 NP 87 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL DOS
A). S.S.R.
60145112 1500 P-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN	 ISLAND 2J MP 85 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
-t0/05/12 1600 FLIGHT	 269 CANADA PRIMROSE	 LAKE 26 OOAC --- KRUEGER,A.J.
THI-6401 UNITED	 STATES
60/05/13 1500 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN	 ISLAND 21 NP 85 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
t0/05114 0200 P-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS	 ISLAND 2J NP 62 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 085
b0/0 ,511• 1400 M-10C INDIA THU148A 2J NP 83 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 085
U.S.S.R.
t0/0511, 1400 14-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEINNATA 2J NP 91 CENTRAL	 AERCLO61CAL OHS
t0/05/14 1500 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN	 ISLAND 21 NP 91 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
t0/05 / 14 1700 M-103 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP 85 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
80/05/16 1500 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN	 ISLAND 21 NP b9 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OBS
U.S.S.R.




t.0/05/17 1500 M-100 FRAVCL KERGUELEN	 ISLAND ZJ NP 89 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
10/05/19 1500 M-1D0 FRANCE KERGUELEN	 ISLAND 2J NP 84 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
t0105/1 4 :130 14-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SNIP) 2J NP 86 CENTRAL	 AEROL061CAL OHS
(00	 OON	 67	 DOE)
60105/20 1200 0-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 91 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OBS
(01	 OON	 160	 DOW)
t 0/05/20 1500 M-100 FRANCE KERGUELEN	 ISLAND 2J NP 90 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL
OHS
U . S . 5 . R .
PO/0512D 1500 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 91 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL ORS
(01	 OON	 1:,0	 DOW)
80/05/20 :130 M-100 U.'I.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 85 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
(06	 DOS	 67	 ODE)
60/05/:1 0220 14-100 U.S. S. R. Ht ISS	 ISLAND 2J MP b  CE41R AL	 AEROLO41CAL OHS
80/05/21 1:08 A. 4.b09-02 UNITED	 STATES WHITE	 SANDS OC	 OD	 lE	 7U CRON 232 HUFfMAN,N.E.





60/05/21 1400 P-100 INDIA THU46A 21 NP 83 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
80/05/21 1 1 00 M -100 FRANC( KERGUELEN	 ISLAND 2J NP 88 CENTRAL	 AEROL^bICAL OHS
U.S.S.R.
80/05121 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. NOLODEINNAVA 2J NP 93 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
60/05/:1 1700 14 -100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP b7 CENTRAL	 AEROL061CAL OHS
60/05121 2130 P-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SNIP) 21 NP 85 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 085
(11	 OOS	 67	 DOE)




80/05/22 2240 N -100 U.5.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SNIP) 2J NP 82 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 065
(17	 COS	 67	 DOE)
PO/05/23 1500 M-100 FRANCE KE Rb UEIEN	 ISLAND 21 NP 90 CtAIRAL	 AEROL061CAL OHS
U.S. S.R.
80105/23 2120 "-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SHIP) 2J MP 79 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
(22	 OOS	 67	 ODE)
80/05/24 2030 M-100 U.S.S.R. SNIASHOV	 (SNIP) 2J NP 62 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
(27	 COS	 67	 DOE)




80/05/26 1200 P-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SNIP) 2J MP 85 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL
OHS
(30	 OON	 163	 DOW)
80105/26 1300 0-100 U.S.S.R. KUROLEV	 (SNIP) 2J NP 84 CENTRAL	 AFROLOGICAL OHS
(30	 OON	 163	 DOW)
3010'12b 1930 P-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SNIP) 21 NP 83 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OHS
(39	 005	 67	 ODE)
00105/26 2:00 FLIGHT	 270 UNITED	 STATES WALLOPS	 ISLAND 26 DOAC 65 KRUEbLR.A.J.
T	 1-9929
------------------








	 AGENCY ROCKET	 SPONSORING	 LAUNC M 14	 EA ► E 11 IRE NT	 Att. ERPE RI REM I10S





80/05/27 1000 14-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SNIP) 2J NP P4 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 005
- (44	 005	 61	 ODE)
80/05/27 1920 M-100 U.S.S.R. SRIRSNOV	 (SNIP) 2J MP 79 CENTRAL
	 AEAOLOGICAL UbS
(44	 OOS	 b1	 DOE)
60/05128 0240 14-100 U.S.S.R. HEISS
	 ISLAND 2J NP 75 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 085
00/05/28 1200 10-100 U. S. S. R. KOROLEV(SHIP) 2J NP e2 CENTRAL	 AEAOLOGICAL ObS
(40	 OCR	 162	 OOW)
PO/05128 1300 M-100 U.S.S.R. KOROLEV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 88 CENTRAL AV ^ M GICAI U05
(40
	 OON	 162	 DOW)
80105/26 1400 M-100 INDIA 7NUMOA 2J NP 62 CENTRAL
	 AEROLOGICAL LOS
U.s.S.R.
80/05128 1400 14-100 U.S.S.R. MULOD(IMNAVA 2J NP CENTRAL
	 AEROLOGICAL LEIS
80105/28 1940 14-100 U.5.S.A. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP CENTRAL
	 AEAOLOGICAL ObS
60/05/29 1000 "MR-06 U.S.S.A. PRILIV	 (SHIP) 2J NE' Sb CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL 065
010 DON	 100	 COW)
80/05/30 190 P-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSNOV	 (SNIP) 21 NP 63 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL IBS
(45 005	 75	 DOE)
'	 80/05/31 0900 14RR-06 U.S.S.R. PRILIV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 62 CENTRAL	 AfROI OGICAI UbS
(45
	 DON	 100	 DOW)
80/0501 1000 MMM-Ob U.S.S.R. PRILIV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 57 CENTRAL
	 AEROLOGICAL ObS
(45
	 OON	 180	 00W)
'	 30/06/01 1730 14-100 U.S.S.R. SHIRSHOV	 (SHIP) 2J NP b4 CENTRAL
	 AEROLOGICAL UbS
- (33	 005	 82	 ODE)
80/06/02 1100 "PIN-06 U.S.S.R. PRILIV	 (SNIP) 2J NP 5P CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL OPS
(40 OON	 180	 DOW)
60/06/05 1300 M-100 U.S.S.R. KJMOLIV	 (SNIP) 2J NP b4 CENIRAI
	 AtROLUUICAL ubS
(50	 OON	 160	 DOE)
80/06/03 1400 M-100 U.S. S.R. KOROLEV
	 (SHIP) 2J NP 81 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL Ub5
(50
	 DON	 160	 00K)
bD/06/04 0200 M-100 U.S.S.It. HEISS
	 ISLAND 7J NP 8' CENTRAL	 AkROLUUICAL ObS
80/06/04 1200 14-100 INDIA INU148A 2J NP ;S3 CENTRAL
	 AEAOL(,GI.:AL UBS
U.5.S.R.
bO/06/04 1400 14-100 U.S.S.R. POLODI'4NATA 2J NP 67 CENTRAL
	 AEROLOGICAL ObS
80/06/04 1700 M-100 U.5.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J N) F5 CENTRAL
	 Af R 0 L 0  IC AL GBS
8D/06/04 1830 M-100 U.S.S.R. SH I4SHOV	 lSH.P) 2J NP b5 CE4IRAL
	 AEKOLOUIL4L UbS
(20	 DCS	 86	 001)





B0/06/06 1400 H-100 U.S. S. N. ROLO01INMA1A 2J MP bb CENTRAL	 AEROLOuICAL Ub5
80/06/06 2120 01
-300 U.S.S.R. SHIRS NOV	 (SHIP) 2J NP 85 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL UBS
(11	 003	 89	 DOE)
80/06/10 1145 NASA	 27.046AS UNITtO	 STATES WN17E	 SANDS bF WK(M 2v11 rIAKE,R.
80 / 06 / 11 0200 P -100 U.S. S.R. HEISS	 ISLAND :J NP LINTNAL
	 At ROL0 G  LAL UBS





80/06/11 2000 0-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NF b9 ENTRAL
	 AfROI OGICAt 06S
80/06/:2 1400 N-100 INDIA TNU048A 2J NP b2 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL Obi
U.S.S.R.
80/06/13 1400 04-100 U.S .S.R. POLODEINNATA 2J NH 91 LENIRAL	 AEROLOGICAL UBS
80/06/16 0800 NASA	 25.058DG UNITED	 STATES WHITE	 SANDS TO CN 217 CARNUIHERS,G.R.
WK
80/06/18 0320 0 -300 U.S.S.R. HEISS
	 ISLAND 21 NP b2 CE NIRAL	 AkROLOUICAI 0FS
80/06/18 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZHNAVA 21 NP 66 cis 
IRA 
L	 AI	 OLUbI(At MbS
80/06/18 1700 M -100 u,>.S.R. VOL606RAD 2J %I, bb CENTRAL	 -'LOU ICAL Ub5
bO/06/18 1830 14MR-0b U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J NP - - - CENIRAI
	 A IRO I OGICAt OBS
SO/06/19 1400 M-100 1NOIA IHUPRA 21 NP 83 CENTRA!	 AeNOL UU ICAL udi
U.S.S.R.
80/06/.'0 1400 M-100 U.S.S.R. HOLODEIHNATA ;J NP 87 CENTRAL
	 At2OLO61CAL ubS
80/06/24 0530 NASA	 27.04IUh UNITED	 STATES WHITE	 SANDS IF C 213 KRAUSHAAR,W.L,
Rk(R MCC AMHONrD.
80/06/24 2300 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOL60GRAD 21 NF 80 CENIRAI
	 AEROI OUICAI ONS
80 / 06/25 0200 M -100 U.S.S.R. HEISS	 ISLAND 2J NP 85 CE41k Al
	 AEROLOGICAL 0 E
80/06/25 0210 M-100 U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 21 NP 84 CE NIRAL
	 AEROLOGICAL u8S
b0/06/25 1600 M-100 U.S.S.R. NOLODEINNATA 2J NP 91 1 t 
N 
INAL
	 AE NOLOG 1C Al 0bS
80106126 1400 M-100 INDIA THURBA 2J NP 112 CE TRAL	 AIR OLD U1CAL UbS
U.S.S.R.
80/06/27 0100 RMR-0b U.S.S.R. VOLGOGRAD 2J HP - - - CENTRAL
	 AERUt UGICAL 0L4
00106/27 1400 R-100 U.S.S.R. MOLODEZNNATA 2J NP b3 CENTRAL	 AEROLOGICAL UbS
80 / 06/28 0000 RAN -3b U. S. S. R. VOLGOGRAD :J NE --- I141k At
	 AtROLOGICAt UBS
80/07/15 1700 NASA	 27.044US UNITED	 STATES WHITE
	
SANDS bE CRUH 322 R071MAN,U .J.
RK
SWOJ
s	 80/08/09 0730 NASA	 25.0536U UNITED	 STATES WHITE
	
SANDS 7D (R :14 STECHER,7.1'.t
KU
60/08/18 0950 A24.6SI-01 UNITED	 STATES WHITE
	
SANDS iH	 b8 SWOU 401 MURDO(k,1.L.
80/08/26 1140 K	 -10	 -014 JAPAN KAGOS141MA IC	 71.	7C	 IT C4 219 HAYAKAWA,S,
!E


































FO/09 112 1040 A	 - 0 9 "-070 JA ► AM RAGUSMINA OC 2A	 SA	 3C OCON 239 RAWASMINA•N.







4 60 1 0 9/ 04 1245 R	 -090-071 JAPAN KAGOSHIRA E7 306 NARAMURA.V.
S-154
tC/09/18 1630 A04.F01 UNITED STATES WNITl	 SANDS 6D 6E GKK6 196 SEDO.D.E.
60/09120 6130 .4ASA	 24.303LM UNITED STAt($ WHITE	 SANDS 7F UISf 309 CAIUNA.R.C.
R4
80/09/23 2025 NASA	 27,03b(S UNITED STATES WHITE	 SANDS 6F CRGN 296 BRUNEN.E.C.,	 JR.
116
• 00/09126 2235 NASA	 27,GSSOn UNITED STATES WHITE	 SANDS 7E C6 300 CRODDANCE.A,
UK F4111.4.4.
14
c0/09130 1616 NASA	 21.0b5UL UNITED S7J1iS WHITE	 SANDS 7E OAKB 201 JUD6E •D .L.
t0/10105 2327 T V1-61 11 1 NORWAY ANDOVA 2C NP 54 SCMRIDLIN•F,J.
UNITED STATES
t0/10/07 0337 NASA	 30.0104U NOWWAV ANDOVA 3C 4b	 SA 6f BD 87 SARCU$,J.N.





rJ/10/07 0338 NASA	 33,015GE AUSTRIA ANDOYA OR lb	 3C	 4b to 122 C00 S K f V.C.
T Y2-7b63 NJ 40AIf 5A bF LONG FRIEORICM.N.
!INITFD STATES Loll 6ULDbE44.1.A.






00110107 0429 ITj-6679 NORWAY ANDOVA 3C LD --- NALF.L.C.
UNITED STATES SCHRIDLIN•f.J.
tJ / l0/07 0602 TIj-619: NORWAY 411000 2( NP --- SCNRIDL1 1d.f.4.
UNITED STATES
80/10/0 9 1315 1Y 1­ 1103 NOAYAY ANDOVA 2C NP --- 5CHMIDLIN•F.J.
UNITED STATES
t 0/10/0 10 220: T YI-bI Q4 NORWAY AN^OVA 2C NP --- 5CMN1 OL I Nr F. J.
UNITED STATES
60/10/30 212'1 T YI-6195 NORWAY ANDOYA 2C MP --- SCMRIDLIN•f.J.
uN11ED STATES
60/10/11 2033 TYI-6196 NORWAY ANOUVA 2( k ► --- SCHNIOLIN, f .J.
UNITED STATES
60/10/11 2157 NASA	 3O,011LU NJRWAV ANDOVA 3C AM	 5A	 bF BD 63 BARCUS.J.R.
T Y 2-76FY UNTIED STATES LD11 CROSKEV•C.
IOLU GOLDBENG.R.A.
UTUM MALE •L.C.
UTVP MIT CHILL •J .
SUTION.J.
t0/10/11 :15C NASA	 33.OIb6k AU S141A ANOOVA OA Id	 3C	 46 bD 120 CROSKfV,C.
TY2-7b64 NORWAY 5A bF IDMY fRlEOAICM.M,







FO/10/11 :231 111-b 19 NORWAY ANC''VA 2L NP --- SCARIDLIN,f .J.
UNITED ',TALES
60/10/11 23:8 T11-712F VORyAT ANDOVA 3( l0 65 nALf.L.C.
JNITED STATES SCHMIDIIN.f .'.
80/10/1: 00:6 TYI-6422 NO 4  AV ANDOIA 2C MP --- SCMRIDlIN.1.J.
UNITED STATES
c0/10/15 1923 TY1-6423 SJRWAY ANDUVA 2C Re --- ICHM I DL IN.f. J.
UNITED STATES
t0/10/1 171-6424 NOWwAT ..N DO VA 2C NE --- SCH0IDL IN •f.J.
UNl1ED STATES
t0/10/1S :3 j 1Y1-6425 NURWAY ANDOVA 2C NP --- SCHMIDLIN•F.J.
UNITED STATES
:0/10 /lb 0.1 07 TV1 -7129 NORWAY ANDDIA 3C l0 --- MALL,L.C.
UN {110 Si A TES SCM41 DL I % , I . J .
b0/10/1' 0:08 NASA	 33. 01'ut AUSTRIA ANDOVA OA 18	 • L	 4. BD 117 CRUSKIT,C.
IV2-'eF5 NORWAY 5A bF LONG fRIEDRICH.N,
ON 







60 /10/l6 0250 NASA	 30.01240 NORWAY ANDOTA 3C 4A	 4M	 5A BD FS BARCUS,J.A.





-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
• OkNTIF1ES L0 , TNLHIN4S THAI fAILLD IU Rf YVRN CSI,UL DATA,
PEAR
GATE	 AMO i1Rl AGENCY	 BUCKET SP p NSORlN4 I.AUNC MIN#, IABEAlma %? All, iRPER1MENTERi
01	 IAUMCN
..............






00/10/16 0316 IT 1-667• NURrAT ANDOTA 2C Nf --- SCNMID\IM.t ,J.
UNITED	 STATES
60110/11 0352 I T 1-7130 1.	 Ai ANOOTA 3c LD 63 HALE .L .C.
ONIIE$	 STATE 1, SCMNIDLIN.f.i.
• 00110/10 0435 111'6075 NORWAY ANDOTA 2C NP --- SCNMIDU N.f 	 J.
U411,11SIAIES
60/10122 2031 A30.911-91 UNITED	 STATES FAIRBANKS 3C 30 Lull h6 NANC ISI.A.S.
L DAf
PA 5A
00/10/22 2043 AE4.021-01 UNiTtO	 SLATES LAIR tlANAS 30 LH 1 00 NAMC'1 .1	 A.S.
•60/11/01 0644 MA SA 25.05000 UNI CEO	 S1AI	 S rn11F	 SANDS to SrAU 22t rLESS.N.(.
R4
EO/11 / 11 0012 FFNDINAND-014 AUSTRIA ANDOVA CA 26 3C	 49 LuNO 123 PJONDALs J.
VU4ATII	 11 IEO	 REP	 Of	 4EAMANV lDl1 0MItDR1CM.M.
NORWAV MI SONAAS.f.
0X"10 INAAN 
• ON YOM	 IANN.U,
► R
UIVP
60111/11 0012 FENDINA4D-057 AUSTRIA AmbOVA OA 2G 3C	 30 LDNA 146 ARNOLO.t.
741010"	 11 FED	 MiP	 Of	 6ERIIANV 1011 1A 1EDA 1Ch.M,
' NURrAT N1 SRANROrSRI.O .A .N.
P ► `A INNANl .I .V.
60/11/11 0032 M►SC-5001A FED	 REP Of	 4FRMANI ANDOVA 2A 20 CJ OV n IDDiL.N.U.
NOR6A1
60/11/16 0316 A13.073 NO RrAT ANDOVA OA 19 2E	 26 61 105 STAIN.A.I.






60 1 11/16 0331 6UGAITI	 11 AUSTRIA ANPOTA OA 24 3C	 4" IDNu 1.4 RJORDAL,^.
F too (NAND
	
53 FED	 REP	 OF	 Ot RMANT Cult follOR1C«.M,
NORrAI MT 50NA05.1.




00/11/16 0331 FERDINAND	 55 AUSTRIA ANDOTA OA 24 3C	 30 ICN4 140 ARNOLD.f.
1RINUM	 11 1 E	 REP Of	 4EMMANV ID17 f 	 1EDf 1Ch.M,
NOR UAI M1 RRANAOrSaT.D.A .«.
► RSA INRANI .).Y,
60/11/16 0146 MPSC-5002A FED	 REP	 Of	 4t NNANT ANDOVA 2A 21 CA E7 NIODkL-h.U.
NURrAV
60111/16 0447 512.010-01 SWEDEN RIAV NA 1R NP 1b5 PNILbMILK,C.R,
... SIATtS
6U/11/IV 0050 NASA	 27.0104P UNI 110	 S1 	 111 rNII1	 5AMPS j •• 233 CNASSAT.R,P.
------------------.
• IOENiI TIES LAUNCMINUS INAT FAR to 10 OI TURN USlf UL DATA.




This listing gives (in alphabetical order) the names of the experimenters
associated with the s!>unding rocket launchings. The current organisational
affiliation and address of the person are also given. Because NSSD'Iww-.1-#I
does not acquire experiment data from these Iaunchirgs, please contact the
experimenters for further information about these data.
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ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PROBES
The summary of satellite and space probe launchings that follows was
compiled from information received from several sources. Primary sources of
information were contained in the national launching announcements and the
reports of satellite and space probe launchings. These were submitted to the
International Ursigram and World Days Service and to the World Data Centers in
accordance with the revised COSPAR Guide to Rocket and Satellite Information
and Data Exchange, adopted at the XVth Plenary Meetings of COSPAR, Madrid, May
1972 (COSPAR Transactions No. 8)1 the former version was published as Part I
of COSPAR Transactions No. 4 in December 1967. These announcements and
reports are published every month in the SPACHWARN Bulletin. Additional
information was obtained from the Table of Artificial Earth Satellites,
published by the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants, England.
Requests for information on the availability of the SPACEWARN Bulletin should
be directed to the following address:
iuwds World Warning Agency for Satellites
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites




A report on the U.S. scientific satellite Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) is shown
in Figure 2. This sample illustrates the type of information in these reports.
More detailed narrative descriptions are submitted to COSPAR and published in
COSPAR Information Bulletin when information on spacecraft experiments is
available.
The entries in this summary are for satellites and space probes launched
during the period January 1, 1980, to December 31, 1980. The information
ie arranged sequentially by launch date. Apoapsis and periapsis entries are
in kilometers except for satellites and space probes with heliocentric orbits,
where the entries are in astronomical units. Periods are in minutes except
for satellites and space probes with heliocentric orbits, where the .*^ntriee
are in days. All inclinations are in degrees. International organizations
are included under the country heading.
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Designation	 Name	 Site	 Date	 Time
1980-014A	 SMM	 Eastern Test	 Feb. 14, 1980	 1557
Range
The Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) is dedicated to coordinated observations of
specific solar activity and solar flare problems. The spacecraft is oriented
toward the sun during the daylight portion of the orbit. The spacecraft
itself does not raster over the solar disk, although individual instruments
have this capability. The SMM spacecraft is designed so that it can be
retrieved by an early shuttle flight, returned to Earth, refurbished and
fitted with an update payload, and returned to orbit for another solar-
oriented mission.
Physical Characteristics
The satellite is a three-axis inertially stabilized platform providing precise
stable pointing to any region on the solar disk to within 5 seconds of arc.
The weight of the satellite is 2315.1 kg, which includes 593.75 kg for
scientific instruments.
Transmitters















1. Gamma Ray Spectrometer:
To study solar gamma rays
in the range 0.3 to 160 MeV
2. Hard X-Ray Burst	 Anti-coincidence 	 Mr. K. J. Frost
Spectrometer: To measure 	 shielded CsI	 NASA/GSFC
solar X-ray bursts in the	 scintillator with 16 	 Greenbelt, Maryland
range from 20 to 300 keV 	 channels
3. Hard X-Ray Imaging 	 Imaging collimator	 Prof. C. de Jager
Spectrometer: To study hot 	 and position sensitive Space Research
thermal and nonthermal sources detector system 	 Laboratory
over the energy range from 3.5 operating in six 	 Utrecht,
to 30 keV	 energy channels	 The Netherlands




Objectives	 Instruments	 and Institutions
4. Ultraviolet Spectrometer	 Gregorian telescope	 Dr. E. Tandberg-Hanesen
and Polarimeter: To study 	 and Ebert spectrometer NASA/MSFC
temperature, density,	 Huntsville, Alabama
velocity, and magnetic fields
of the corona and flares from
1100 to 3000A
5. X-Ray Polychromator: 	 Flat Crystal Spectro- Dr. L. W. Acton
To measure X-ray emission	 meter (FCS) and a Bent Lockheed Palo Alto
lines in the 1.4 to 22.4 A	 Crystal Spectrometer	 Research Laboratory
spectral interval	 (BCS)	 Palo Alto, California




Dr. A. H. Gabriel
Appleton Laboratory
England, United Kingdom
6. Coronagraph/Polarimeter: 	 Externally occulted 	 Dr. L. L. House
To study coronal evolution	 coronagraph using an High Altitude
and coronal transient activity SEC vidicon detector	 Observatory
from 4000 to 7000 A	 Boulder, Colorado
7. Active Cavity Radiometer 	 Three active cavity	 Dr. R. C. Willson
Irradiance Monitor: To 	 radiometer detectors NASA/JPL
measure total solar irradiance	 Pasadena, California
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APPENDIXES
Appendix 1 - World Data Centers
Wor1A Data Centers conduct international exchange of geophysical observa-
tions in accordance with the principles set forth by the International Council
of Scientific Unions (ICSU). They were established in 1957 by the Interna-
tional IGY Committee (CSAGI) as part of the fundamental international planning
for an International Geophysical Year program. This program was to collect
data from the numerous and widespread IGY observational programs and to make
such data readily accessible to interested scientists and scholars for an in-
definite period of time. WDC -A was established in the U.S.A.i WDC-B, in the
U.S.S.R.i and WDC-C, in Western Europe, Australia, and Japan. This new system
for exchanging geophysical data was found to be very effective, and the opera-
tions of the World Data Centers were extended by ICSU on a vontinuing basis to
other international programsi the WDC's were under the supervision of the
Comite International de Geophysique (CIG) for the period 1960 to 1967 and are
now supervised by the ICSU Panel on World Data Centres.
The current plans for continued international exchange of data through
the World Data Centers are set forth in the Third Consolidated Guide to
International Data Exchange through the world Data Centres, issued by the ICSU
Panel on World Data Centres, December 1973. These plans are broadly similar
to those adopted under ICSU auspices for the IGY and IQSY. A fourth revision
was published in June 1979.
Functions and Responsibilities of WDC's
The World Data Centers collect data and publications for the following
disciplines: Glaciology, Meteorology, oceanography, Pockets and Satellites,
Solar-Terrestrial Physics disciplines (Solar and Interplanetary Phenomena,
Ionospheric Phenomena, Flare Associated Events, Geomagnetic Phenomena, Aurora,
Cosmic Rays, Airglow), Solid-Earth Geophysics disciplines (Seismology, Tsunam-
is, Marine Geology and Geophysics, Gravimetry, Earth Tides, Recent Movements
of the Earth's Crust, Rotation of the Earth, Magnetic Measurements, Paleomag-
netism and Archeomagnetism, Volcanology , Geothermics). In planning for the
various scientific programs, decisions on data exchange were made by the sci-
entific community through the international scientific unions and committees.
In each discipline the specialists themselves determined the nature and form
of data exchange, based on their needs as research workers. Thus the type and
amount of data in the WDC's differ from discipline to discipline.
The objects of establishing several World Data Centers for collecting ob-
servational data were (1) to insure against loss of data by the catastrophic
destruction of a single center; and (2) to meet the geographical com enience
of, and provide easy communication for, workers in different parts of the
world. Each WDC is responsible for (1) endeavoring to collect a complete
set of data in the field or discipline for which it is responsible; (2) safe-
keeping of the incoming datal and (3) correct copying and reproduction of
data, maintaining adequate standards of clarity and durability; (d) supply-
ing copies to other WDC's of data not received directly; (5) preparation of
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catalogues of all data in its charge; and (6) making data in the WDC's avail-
able to the scientific community. The WDC's conduct their operation at no
expense t^ ICSU or to the ICSU family of unions and committees.
World Data Center A
World Data Center A, for which the National Academy of Sciences through
the Geophysics Research Hoard ( GRB) and its Committee on Data Interchange and
Data Centers has overall responsibility, consists of the WDC-A Coordination
Office and seven subcenters at scientific institutions in various parts of the
United States. The GRB periodically reviews the activities of WDC-A and has
conducted several studies on the effectiveness of the WDC system. As a result
of these reviews and studies, some of the subcenters of WDC -A have been relo-
cated so that they could serve the Rcientific community more effectively.
The addresses of the WDC-A subcenters and Coordination Office are given in
Appendix 2. There are very close connections between WDC-A for Solar-
Terrestrial physics and WDC-A for Rockets and Satellites, which exchange
solar-terrestrial geophysical data; if it is more convenient, data may be sent
to one WDC-A subcenter through the other one.
The data received by WDC-A have been made available to the scientific
community in the following ways: ( 1) reports containing data and results of
experiments have been compiled, published, and widely distributedi (2)
synoptic type data on cards, microfilm, or tables are available for use at the
subcenters and for loan to scientists; and (3) copies of data and reports are
provided upon request.
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Appendix 2 - WDC-A Coordination Office and Subcenters
World Data Center A consists of the Coordination Offic.i%
and seven Subcenters:
World Data Center A
Coordination Office
National Academy of Sciences





Glaciology (Snow and Ice):
World Data Center A: Glaciology
(Snow and Ice)





Meteorology (and Nuclear Radiation):
World Data Center At Meteorology
National Climatic Center
Federal Buildinq




World Data Center A: Oceanography






World Data Center A for Rockets and
Satellites





Rotation of the Earth:












Phenomena, Aurora, Cosmic Rays,
Airglow):
World Data Center A
for Solar-Terrestrial Physics
Environmental Data Service, NOAH
Boulder, Colorado 80303
U.S.A.
Telephone: (303) 499-1000, "xt. 6467
Solid-Earth Geophysics (Seismology,
Tsunamis, Gravimetry, Earth Tides,
Recent Movements of the Earth's
Crust, Magnetic Measurements,
Paleomagn ptism and Archeomagnet-
ism, Volcanology, Geothermics):
World Data Center A
for Solid-Earth Geophysics
Environmental Data Service, NOAH
Boulder, Colorado 80303
U.S.A.
Telephone: (303) 499-1000, Ext. 6521
1. Communications regarding data interchange matters in general and the World
Data Center A as a whole should be addressed to World Data Center A, Coordination
Office (See address above).
2. Inquiries and coamnications concerning data in specific disciplines should
be addressed to the appropriate subcenter listed above.
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